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Abstract—Uplink scheduling in wireless systems is gaining im-
portance due to arising uplink intensive data services (ftp, image
uploads etc.), which could be hampered by the currently in-built
asymmetry in favor of the downlink. In this work, we propose and
study algorithms for efficient uplink packet-data scheduling in a
CDMA cell. The algorithms attempt to maximize system through-
put under transmit power limitations on the mobiles assuming in-
stantaneous knowledge of user queues and channels. However no
channel statistics or traffic characterization is necessary. Apart
from increasing throughput, the algorithms also improve fairness
of service among users, hence reducing chances of buffer overflows
for poorly located users.

The major observation arising from our analysis is that it is
advantageous on the uplink to schedule “strong” users one-at-a-
time, and “weak” users in larger groups. This contrasts with
the downlink where one-at-a-time transmission for all users has
shown to be the preferred mode in much previous work. Based on
the optimal schedules, we propose less complex and more practi-
cal approximate methods, both of which offer significant perfor-
mance improvement compared to one-at-a-time transmission, and
the widely acclaimed Proportional Fair (PF) algorithm, in simu-
lations. When queue content cannot be fed back, we propose a
simple modification of PF, Uplink PF (UPF), that offers similar
improvement.

Index Terms—Scheduling, Uplink, Reverse Link, CDMA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data scheduling in wireless networks is a widely studied
topic due to the impending explosion of high speed wire-
less data services in third generation (3G) systems. For nat-
ural reasons associated with the expected traffic characteris-
tics, most of the previous research has focused on the forward-
link/downlink, i.e. base to mobile communication (see [1],
[2], [3] and references therein for examples, or proceedings of
the last several IEEE INFOCOMs!). The traffic is expected to
be dominated by web browsing and file downloads. As a re-
sult, current wireless data systems employ highly asymmetric
link designs (e.g. HDR) with skinny uplinks and fat downlink
pipes [4]. However, it has also often been pointed out that there
could be a proportional increase in reverse-link/uplink traffic
in the form of acknowledgments, feedback etc. along with
the growth of other services like ftp, image/data uploads etc.
which require high data rates on the uplink. These considera-
tions have resulted in some research on the subject of uplink
scheduling [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], although small com-
pared to the literature on downlink scheduling. There is also
some amount of related work from information theoretic point
of view, see [11], [12] and references therein, on the subject of
wireless multiaccess channels. We discuss the relationship of
our work to these approaches in greater detail below.
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In this work, we consider the problem of optimal scheduling
of uplink user transmissions in a single CDMA cell. We assume
that the system operates in a TD/CDMA manner, with time-
slotted scheduling of transmissions, assisted by periodic feed-
back of channel and/or congestion information through control
channels. The base station then controls user transmission rates
via downlink signaling. While our general goals are similar to
those of the prior work on uplink scheduling, we formulate the
problem in a different manner that enables efficient computa-
tion of throughput optimal schedules. Moreover, we observe
that the optimal schedules are reasonably well approximated by
some very simple scheduling rules that may be implemented
with modest effort in 3G systems. The optimal schedules, as
well as our proposed approximations, seem to possess an in-
tuitively appealing property that is consistent with traditional
observations about wireless transmission: it is advantageous
for users with weak channels to transmit simultaneously, and
for users with strong channels to transmit one-at-a-time1. The
intuition behind this is that the added interference at the base
from simultaneous transmissions of weakly recieved users to
each other is small compared to the extraneous interference,
and thereby does not affect the user SIRs and data rates signifi-
cantly. On the contrary, for users recieved strongly at the base,
the penalty in terms of SIR and data rate with simultaneous
transmission can be quite significant.

As mentioned earlier, there is some previous work on the
subject of this paper, scheduling for CDMA uplink [7], [10],
[9]. However, the previous work addresses somewhat different
problems, and does not offer the solutions that we do below to
maximize uplink scheduling gains while meeting rate/QoS re-
quirements among competing users. Perhaps the closest work
that arrives at roughly similar qualitative conclusion of “One-
strong or many-weak” is [13], which solves a dynamic pro-
gramming formulation of a static uplink scheduling problem.
Some useful observations regarding the optimality of “bang-
bang” control (each user is either silent or transmiting at full
power in each slot) were made in [14] and subsequent work,
but the authors do not solve the single-cell optimal scheduling
problem conclusively. The approach of maximizing rate sum
or SIR sum, taken in [10], [9] is often a practically poor option,
since it mostly benefits users in favorable locations while ignor-
ing the performance seen by the disadvantaged users. As for
the information theoretic approaches of [11], [12], these works
deal extensively with various issues such as optimal power con-
trol, ergodic capacity, delay limited capacity etc., but in all
cases with constraints on long term average transmit power and
assuming continuously backlogged users with known channel

1Hereafter, we refer to users with low recieved power at the base even when
transmitting at peak transmit power as “weak” users, and the strongly recieved
users at the base as “strong” users.
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statistics. Our work focuses on air interface scheduling with
instantaneous constraints on transmit power and without these
assumptions, but using feedback-based knowledge of instanta-
neous channel conditions and user queue. While the need to
eliminate channel statistics assumptions is obvious, the intro-
duction of instantaneous power limits reflects the limitations
of most current mobile devices more accurately than long-term
averages. Also, the assumption of continuous backlog for all
users is unrealistic, as data traffic is typically bursty in nature.

Our main focus is on optimizing user QoS measures (queue
lengths/delays) using knowledge about users’ instantaneous
queue length (or delay) status and instantaneous channel con-
dition. As a by-product, our methods also provide greater de-
gree of fairness, in addition to improved throughput, compared
to widely used scheduling algorithms (e.g. Proportional Fair
(PF), Max C/I, etc.). Furthermore, we also consider the effect of
limited orthogonality among the user codes through the orthog-
onality factor, which we show tends to encourage simultaneous
user transmission due to reduced interference. Based on ob-
servations from the optimal method, we also propose a simple
modification of the widely used PF algorithm, termed Uplink
PF (UPF), that demonstrates substantial performance improve-
ment in simulations. UPF uses the same information as PF, but
is designed to encourage simultaneous transmission by “weak”
users, which greatly improves performance.

The rest of the presentation begins with the derivation of
the feasible SNR region on the uplink in Section II, implicitly
with f = 1. This is followed by a formulation of the optimal
scheduling problem in terms of the user rates and the feasible
SNR region in Section III. We then show how the optimal solu-
tion can be obtained with low computational effort later in Sec-
tion III. We then discuss the influence of choosing other values
for f ∈ [0, 1] in Section IV, and give a procedure to solve for
the optimal schedule when 0 < f < 0.5. This is followed by a
discussion of approximate scheduling algorithms derived from
the optimal solution in Section V, combined with a descrip-
tion of related benchmark algorithms. Finally, in Section VI,
simulation results are presented to compare all the algorithms
discussed before conclusions in Section VIII.

II. FEASIBLE RATE REGION FOR SINGLE CELL UPLINK

Consider the uplink of a single CDMA cell serving N users.
Let Pi be the instantaneous received power and γi the SIR of
the ith user. For simplicity, we express Pi in units of the total
interference I + σ, where σ is thermal noise and I is the to-
tal instantaneous interference from other sources, such as other
cells in the network. In order to meet the SIR requirement of all
users, we must then have for each i

Pi∑
j∈{1,...,N},j �=i Pj + 1

≥ γi (1)

The feasible SIR vectors γ specified by (1) above has been de-
rived in many previous papers [5], [8], [6], and we recall it be-
low to point out the specific aspects utilized later in our schedul-
ing algorithm. Given the peak received power of the ith user P̄i,
computed using the path gain Gi and peak transmit power P̄ t

i

as P̄i = P̄ t
iGi, we may change variables to θi = Pi

P̄i
to rewrite

(1) as

θiP̄i∑
j∈{1,...,N},j �=i θjP̄j + 1

≥ γi (2)

A given SIR vector γi is feasible if (2) can be satisfied with
equality with 0 ≤ θi ≤ 1 for all i. We hence examine the
solution to the set of linear equations
θiP̄i

γi
=

∑
j∈{1,...,N},j �=i θjP̄j+1 which can be further rewritten

as

θiP̄i(1 +
1
γi

) =
∑

j∈{1,...,N}

θjP̄j + 1 (3)

It can be seen by inspection that the solution is of the form
θiP̄i(1 + 1

γi
) = C where C is a global parameter. The value of

C can be obtained by substituting the postulated solution in (3)
to obtain C = C

∑
j

γj

γj+1 + 1 which gives the final solution

θi =
γi

P̄i(1 + γi)
1[

1 −
∑

j∈{1,...,N}
γj

1+γj

] (4)

Defining αi = γi

1+γi
we see that

θi =
αi/P̄i

1 −
∑

j αj
(5)

Clearly, 0 ≤ αi < 1. Since we require 0 ≤ θi ≤ 1, equa-
tions (5) result in the following feasibility conditions to meet
the required SIRs.

∑

j

αj +
αi

P̄i
≤ 1 ∀ i (6)

Note the simple linear form of the feasible SIRs (6) in terms of
the αi, about which we make the following observations:

• When there is no power limitation, i.e. P̄i are arbitrar-
ily large for each i, equations (6) collapse into the sin-
gle condition

∑
j αj ≤ 1, which is the simple, single-cell

version of the well-known stability condition for uplink
power control. In this case, as we later show, the feasible
SIR region has a fully concave boundary which is domi-
nated by its convex hull composed by time-sharing single
user transmissions.

• When the power limitations are severe, i.e. P̄i are small
for each i, the constraints (6) approach independent box
constraints 0 ≤ αi ≤ P̄i for each i, and simultaneous
transmission is favored.

• For intermediate cases, where some P̄i are large and oth-
ers small, the optimal scheduling strategy involves time-
sharing over different subsets of simultaneously transmit-
ting users. An interesting observation regarding the opti-
mal strategy, that we prove below, is that all transmitting
users would always transmit at full power, i.e. at P̄i.

In the subsequent section, we analyze the last item above,
which is the most likely practical scenario, to determine the
optimal transmitting sets.
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III. UPLINK SCHEDULING

Our overall scheduling approach mirrors the downlink
scheduling algorithms proposed in [15], [16], [1], [3], where
a weighted sum of user rates is maximized for each scheduling
interval. This choice has provable stability properties shown in
much previous work in various contexts involving data schedul-
ing and resource allocation. The weights may be chosen to op-
timize one of many possible performance measures, including
average queue length, delay, or corresponding percentiles, and
other similar criteria. A version of the algorithm that guaran-
tees queue stability, i.e. boundedness of queue lengths when
feasible, is specified as the rate choice that satisfies

R∗ = arg max
R∈R

Q · R

where R, Q are rate and queue vectors of the user set respec-
tively, and R is the rate region, or the set of feasible rate vec-
tors. Minimum/maximum instantaneous rate guarantees may
be satisfied by restricting the rate region R appropriately. Thus,
the general optimal scheduling problem can be solved if one has
a technique to solve for R∗ in

R∗ = arg max
R∈R

w · R. (7)

for arbitrary given weights w.
To formulate (7) for uplink CDMA scheduling, we require a

relationship between rate and SIR as R
�
= f(γ) for each user.

We assume this relationship to be concave in the argument γ,
as is the case for the Shannon formula for the AWGN Gaus-
sian channel where R = β log(1 + γ). Since (6) are linear

in α
�
= γ/(1 + γ), it is more convenient to consider the R,α

relationship R = g(α) which is now convex for the Shannon
formula as g(α) = β log[1/(1 − α)]. (7) then becomes the fol-
lowing optimization problem:

max
N∑

i=1

wigi(αi) (8)

subject to

N∑

j=1

αj +
αi

P̄i
≤ 1 , αi ≥ 0 ∀i. (9)

Typically gi(·) = g(·) ∀ i are identical functions, as is the case
for the Shannon formula, but our results remain unaffected even
if they were all different, as long as they stay convex. Before
discussing methods to solve (8), (9), we observe some useful
properties of the optimal solution.

Theorem 1: The optimal schedule has the property that each
transmitting user transmits at full power, i.e. Pi = 0 for some
subset S of the users and Pi = P̄i for the complementary set S̄ .

Proof: Equations (9) specify 2N constraints on the feasi-
ble αi. From standard theorems on convex maximization with
linear constraints, it is easy to see that the optimum occurs at
corner point of (9) due to the joint-convexity of (8) in the αi.

Corner points of (9) have exactlyN of the 2N constraints bind-
ing, i.e., some subset of the αi are null, while the complemen-
tary set saturate their respective constraints in the first equation
of (9). Combining this observation with (5) results in θi = 1
for the complementary set, thus proving the theorem.

Theorem 2: Without power constraints, i.e. P̄i = ∞ ∀ i,
the optimal schedule picks a single user at each scheduling in-
terval.

Proof: In this case, the first equation of (9) reduces to
the single constraint

∑
j αj ≤ 1, reducing the number of con-

straints toN+1 including the non-negativity constraints. From
an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we see that ex-
actly N − 1 of the αi are 0 and only one is set at unity on
any corner point. One of these is the optimal solution, namely

i∗
�
= arg maxi wigi(αi).
We now present the solution to (8), (9), which determines

the subset S, S̄ for each scheduling interval. Defining Λ
�
=∑N

j=1 αj , we rewrite (8), (9) as

max
N∑

i=1

wigi(αi) (10)

subject to

N∑

j=1

αj = Λ

0 ≤ αi ≤ P̄i(1 − Λ) ∀i. (11)

Rate g( )

Fig. 1. Rate vs. α for f ∈ [0.5, 1] for fixed Λ.

For any fixed value of Λ, (10) and (11) have a simple greedy
solution for gi(·) convex. The idea behind the procedure is il-
lustrated in Figure 1, where the convex rate curve is replaced
by a straight line joining the endpoints. This is valid on account
of Theorem 1, which implies that the αi always take one of the
bounding values in the constraints of eqs. (11) if Λ is appropri-
ately chosen. The algorithm to construct the solution is outlined
below:

Algorithm OPT:
1) Let ᾱi = min{Λ, P̄i(1 − Λ)}. Order the users according

to decreasing value of the quantity vi = wi

ᾱi
gi(ᾱi).

2) Assign αi = ᾱi for the user with the highest value of vi.
3) Update as Λ → Λ − ᾱi and repeat with remaining users.

The user ordering will not change if Λ ≥ P̄i(1 − Λ) for
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all remaining users. Else the users must be reordered by
recomputing the vi with the new Λ.

4) Stop if Λ = 0 and set αi = 0 for all remaining users.
The optimal solution to (8), (9) is then obtained by searching
over all Λ ∈ [0, 1] with sufficiently fine granularity.

Further, it is also clear from the original problem that Λ∗ =∑
i∈S P̄i(1 − Λ∗) for the optimal value Λ∗, where S is the op-

timal transmitting set. Thus, the role of Λ is mainly in ordering
the users in the best manner out of the N ! possibilities, and
once an ordering is chosen, it is simple to check theN different

values Λk =
∑

i<=k
P̄i

1+
∑

i<=k
P̄i

i ∈ {1, ..., N} for optimality.

Further, an ordering change only takes place when Λ = Λij

specified by the solution to vi = vj for some i = j. This condi-
tion hence specifies atmost N(N − 1)/2 ordering changes out
of the N ! possibilities, some of which may not lie in [0, 1] and
can hence be discarded. From these considerations, the follow-
ing computationally simpler algorithm can be devised.

1) Compute, and sort in increasing order, the Λij satisfying
vi = vj for some i, j ∈ {1, ..., N}, Λij ∈ (0, 1). De-

note this list as {Λk : m ∈ {1, ..,M}} �
= {0,Λ1, ..., 1}.

2) For each interval [Λm,Λm+1], determine the user order-
ing in some interior point, say the midpoint, according to
decreasing values of vi.

3) Evaluate the objective (8) for the current ordering by suc-
cessively including users from the top of the order.

4) Pick the best objective over all the intervals and user sets
examined.

The complexity of the above algorithm for N users is
O(N3 logN), and is guaranteed to give the optimal solution.

Rate Limits: All of the above can be repeated when there
are specified upper and lower bounds on individual user rates,
i.e. Rmin

i ≤ Ri ≤ Rmax
i . This condition can be transformed

to αmin
i ≤ αi ≤ αmax

i using the functions gi(·). The lower
rate limits may arise due to real-time services, and the upper
limits may arise from transmitter capabilities or current queue
content. These limits further favor simultaneous transmission,
and must be included in the formulation for QoS, and power
efficiency reasons. Our approach can accommodate rate lim-
its in the optimization by modifying (11) as αmin

i ≤ αi ≤
min{P̄i(1 − Λ) , αmax

i }, but we don’t describe the somewhat
more elaborate solution procedure here. Simple inspection re-
veals the changes necessary in the previous algorithms, which
entail only a small computational overhead.

IV. ROLE OF PARTIAL ORTHOGONALITY IN UPLINK

SCHEDULING

We now consider the effect of partial orthogonality in the
Walsh codes assigned to users. This effect is traditionally mod-
eled by means of an orthogonality factor f , which specifies the
fraction of power transmitted to other users that appears as di-
rect interference to a particular user. The SIR equation (1) is
then modified as

Pi

1 + f
∑

j∈{1,...,N},j �=i Pj
≥ γi. (12)

It is easy to see that most of the previous analysis goes through
unchanged if one sets γi → fγi and (Pi, P̄i) → (fPi, f P̄i).

Thus, the feasible SIR vectors are specified by the following
modified version of equation (6)

∑

j

αj +
αi

fP̄i
≤ 1 (13)

with the αi now defined as

αi =
fγi

1 + fγi
.

Further, the optimization problem (8), (9) changes as

max
N∑

i=1

wigi(αi) (14)

subject to

N∑

j=1

αj +
αi

fP̄i
≤ 1 , αi ≥ 0 ∀i. (15)

where gi(·) now also depend on f . It is instructive to consider
the Shannon formula, for which

g(α) = β log
[
1 +

α

f(1 − α)

]
(16)

The feature that impacts scheduling in this case is that g(α) is
convex for f ∈ [0.5, 1], but not so for f ∈ [0, 0.5)! In the lat-
ter case, g(α) begins as a concave increasing curve and has an
inflexion point given by α∗ = (1 − 2f)/[2(1 − f)] where con-
vexity sets in, see Figure 2. The effect of this on scheduling is
to favor simultaneous transmission of users, and at power levels
smaller than the peak. This is due to the fact that concave max-
imization problems typically have their optima in the interior
of the feasible region. It seems reasonable that other choices of
the function gi(·) will reveal similar traits, since reducing f to
very small values eliminates interference, and eventually favors
simultaneous transmission by all users in an interference-free
manner.

*~

Rate g( )

Fig. 2. Rate vs. α for fixed Λ.

The optimal scheduling methods discussed earlier continue
to apply for f ∈ [0.5, 1] since g(·) is still convex in this range
for the Shannon rate formula. In the following, we address the
problem of optimal scheduling, as stated in (14), (15), for f ∈
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[0, 0.5). Figure 2 shows the following critical values of αwhich
will be used in the solution procedure discussed later:

• The upper limit for each user ᾱi
�
= min(Λ, f P̄i(1 −

Λ), αmax
i ).

• The inflection point α∗ �
= (1 − 2f)/[2(1 − f)].

• The critical tangent originating at α̃ obtained by solving

g(ᾱ) − g(α̃)
ᾱ− α̃

=
dg

dα

∣∣∣∣
α̃

.

The algorithm to obtain the optimum for given Λ then proceeds
as follows:

1) Compute α∗, ᾱi, α̃i for current value of Λ.
2) Divide users into 2 classes:

• Class I : {i : ᾱi ≤ α∗}. These users have α̃i = ᾱi.
• Class I : {i : ᾱi > α∗}. These users have α̃i <
α∗ < ᾱi.

3) If Class II is empty, all users operate in the concave por-
tion of their curves, which leads to a standard concave
maximization problem with a Lagrange multiplier solu-
tion specified as follows:

• Set αi(λ) = min(ᾱi, α
c
i ) where αc

i is the solution to
dgi

dαi

∣∣∣
αc

i

= λ.

• λ is then determined by solving
∑

i αi(λ) = Λ.
4) If Class II is non-empty, pick the user i∗ with the largest

value of the measure wi
�
= Qi

dg
dα

∣∣∣
α̃

and set αi∗ = ᾱi∗ .

5) Set Λ ← Λ − αi∗ and go back to step 1 above.
The above algorithm then needs to be repeated over a set of
values of Λ to obtain the best final objective. Clearly, this
procedure is more computationally intensive compared to the
f ∈ [0.5, 1] case, and we include it here for completeness. In
practice, the coding employed results in f ≈ 0.6, and the sim-
pler solution applies. Even for this easier case, however, the
optimal solution is too burdensome to use in practice. Hence
we devote the following sections to develop simpler approxima-
tions motivated by the structure of the optimal solution which
demonstrate comparable performance.

V. LOW-COMPLEXITY APPROXIMATION OF OPTIMAL

UPLINK SCHEDULING

In this part, we restrict to the f ∈ [0.5, 1] case, and attempt to
provide a greedy, low-complexity, approximate solution to the
convex maximization discussed before.

A. QRP Algorithm

Recall that the sorting measure used in the optimal solution
for fixed Λ was of the form vi = Qigi(αi)/P̄i which suggests a
greedy algorithm that ranks users by the same measure without
Λ. We hence propose the following simple scheduling scheme
that may be more suitable for practical implementation:

QRP algorithm:

1) Sort users in decreasing order of the measure vi = QiR
0
i

P̄i

assuming no interference from other users while comput-
ing R0

i .

2) Add user i, in order starting from the top of the list, while

maintaining and updating the value of O �
=

∑
j<iQiRi,

where Ri now takes into account interference from all
added users.

3) Stop if adding the next user reduces O, and allow trans-
mission of all added users at their peak powers and rates
as computed.

As we will see in our simulations section, this simple algorithm
captures most of the benefits of optimal uplink scheduling, and
has the properties alluded to in the introduction. In other words,
the chosen user sets from the above algorithm tend to be one of
the following types:

• A single “strong” user with high P̄i.
• A group of “weak” users with low P̄i, and often high Qi.

This observation is consistent with the common intuition relat-
ing to the nature of interference in CDMA systems.

B. The Uplink Proportional Fair (UPF) Algorithm

Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling algorithm was proposed
and implemented by QualComm for 3G1X EVDO (HDR)
downlink. PF algorithm provides fairness among users such
that in the long run each user receive the same number of time
slots of services. At the same time, PF also takes advantage of
channel variations (user diversity).

However, since PF schedule user one-at-a-time, it need to
be modified for uplink. The motivation is the same as QRP
algorithm, i.e., allow single “strong” user or group of “weak”
users to transmit.

UPF algorithm:

1) Sort users in decreasing order of the measure vi = R0
i

R̄i

assuming no interference from other users while comput-
ing R0

i . R̄i is the average rate of user i, updated through
a low pass filter in each scheduling interval [17].

2) Add user i, in order starting from the top of the list, while

maintaining and updating the value of O �
=

∑
j<iRi,

where Ri now takes into account interference from all
added users.

3) Stop if adding the next user reduces O, and allow trans-
mission of all added users at their peak powers and rates
as computed.

C. Other Sub-optimal Algorithms and Benchmarks

One benchmark algorithm is the optimal algorithm given in
previous sections. It gives the best possible performance. An-
other benchmark algorithm is the MaxQR algorithm. It serves
the user (one-at-a-time) with the maximum queue length and
data rate product, argmaxiQiRi. This algorithm serves as a
lower bound. We will compare with this algorithm to evaluate
the gains of different sub-optimal algorithms. Round Robin and
fully simultaneous transmission are considered too far from op-
timal and perform very poorly in most of the cases, and are thus
ignored here.

We will provide some other sub-optimal algorithms, which
perform less well than the above proposed QRP algorithm.
However, they offer simplicity in implementation by using less
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processing and signaling power. One example of such algo-
rithm is the Average-SIR algorithm.

Calculate average SIR, γavg , among all the users (with non-
empty queue). There are two ways to compute users SIR at this
stage.

A1. Assume users (with non-empty queue) transmit one-at-
a-time.

A2. Assume users (with non-empty queue) transmit simulta-
neously.

We choose the 2nd approach since it gives clearer difference
between “strong” users and “weak” users. Another reason is
that it takes co-existence (namely, the orthogonalization factor)
into consideration. Then apply MaxQR algorithm to the group
of users below average SIR and each user above average SIR.
The detailed steps are listed below:

Average-SIR algorithm:
Step 1. Denote the group of users below average SIR as a

set B. Re-compute the rates of users belonging to B
(only users in B will transmit simultaneously). De-
note the group of users above average SIR as a set C.
Re-compute the rates of users belonging to C (users
in C will transmit one-at-a-time).

Step 2. For users in B, let qr[0] =
∑

i∈B QiRi; For the ith
user (i start at 1) in C, let qr[i] = QiRi.

Step 3. Choose user/users to serve by argmaxiqr[i], i =
0, 1, 2, .... If i = 0, serve all users in B. Otherwise,
serve one user in C with maximum queue length and
data rate product.

Note that we could also replace the SIR in the above algorithm
by other quantities, for example, data rate or received power.
The performance will be similar.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to quantify the performance gain by applying
optimal/sub-optimal scheduling algorithms, a discrete-event
simulator has been used to evaluate them in a single cell
CDMA system. All users have the same load and traffic pat-
tern on the uplink. The uplink is implemented as a slot based
(Time Division) data transmission mechanism, for example,
in 3G1xEV-DO (HDR). For simulation purposes, we assume
omni-transmission in the CDMA cell, however all our results
apply to a sector in a sectorized cell.

Since every mobile user experiences the same uplink load,
we will use the time-averaged queue length as the criterion to
compare different uplink scheduling algorithms. Individual as
well as total average queue lengths are considered for compari-
son.

In the simulation we further make the following assump-
tions:

1) The scheduling decision is made by the base station for
every time slot We use 1.6667 msec time slot as defined
in 3G1xEV-DO (HDR).

2) The location of the mobiles are assumed to be uniformly
distributed in the cell area.

3) It is assumed that the link gains have the following form

Gi(k) = d−4
i (k)Ai(k)Bi(k) (17)

where di(k) is the distance from the ith mobile to the base
station at time instant k, Ai is a log-normal distributed
stochastic process (shadowing). Bi is a fast fading factor
(Rayleigh distributed).

4) It is assumed that the cell diameter is 2 km. di(k) is a
2-D uniformly distributed random variable.

5) It is assumed that the standard deviation of Ai is 8 dB,
[18].

6) It is assumed that the Doppler frequency is 8 Hz, corre-
sponding to pedestrian mobile users, [18].

7) It is assumed that all users share 1.25 MHz bandwidth.
8) It is assumed that the uplink traffic of each mobile user is

Poisson with the same inter-arrival time 0.05 sec.
9) It is assumed that packet length is exponentially dis-

tributed with mean 1024 bits.
10) Simulation time = 10 minutes.
11) f = 1.0 for all our experiments.
12) Discrete rate sets, as in 3G1xEV-DV:

9.6Kbps, 19.2Kbps, ....2.4Mbps roughly in powers
of 2.

A. Example Run for Fixed Load, 40 Users

To obtain an idea of the performance gains seen in a typi-
cal simulation run, we consider a cell with 40 users offering
Poisson traffic at mean rate 20Kbps/user. The results are sum-
marized in the following table. From Table VI-A, we observe

Scheduling Alg. Total Avg. Queue Length
PF 66845

Max QR 70688
UPF 34317

Average-SIR 42895
QRP 34219
OPT 27663

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF UPLINK SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS IN TERMS OF THE

TOTAL AVERAGED QUEUE LENGTH.

that using QRP scheduling increases efficiency by more than
50% comparing with using Max QR scheduling, and is reason-
ably close to OPT (about 15numbers UPF also performs well,
but as we will see later in the varying load case, it breaks down
at heavy loads. However, UPF performs much better than PF,
which is the state-of-the-art algorithm for downlink schedul-
ing. Another observation is that the Average-SIR scheduling
algorithm also performs well (more than 40% efficient compar-
ing with using Max QR scheduling). A feature of the Average-
SIR scheduling algorithm is that it requires even less processing
than the QRP scheduling algorithm, which is very attractive for
implementation. We will discuss implementation details in the
next section.

Figure 3(a) compares two queue sensitive, low implementa-
tion complexity algorithms, namely MaxQR and QRP. The to-
tal average queue length of all 40 users is shown in Figure 3(a).
Note that QRP scheduling has more than 50% gain over Max
QR algorithm. Furthermore, the queue length of a typical
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a typical “weak” mobile user: Max QR vs. QRP scheduling

“weak” mobile user (see Figure 3(c)), and the queue length of
a typical “strong” mobile user (see Figure 3(b)), clearly indi-
cate that QRP algorithm improves fairness among mobile users
as well as increases throughput. It shows that QRP algorithm,
which allowing either multiple “weak” mobile users transmit-
ting simultaneously or a single “strong” mobile user transmit-
ting, achieve most performance gain by reducing the queue
lengths of the “weak” mobile users.

An interesting plot (Figure 4(a)) shows how the performance
gain of QRP over MaxQR changes with the percentage of
“weak” mobile users. When most users are at favorable loca-
tion (i.e. “strong”), the gain from simultaneous transmission is
low, and QRP does not provide much gains over MaxQR. How-
ever, as the cell is loaded with mostly “weak” users, the gain is
substantial (as high as 55%). The latter scenario, of course, is
where the gain is most needed.

Figure 4(b) depicts the distribution of number of simultane-

ously transmitting users for a single run with 20 users employ-
ing the QRP algorithm. It shows that there are a significant
number of slots with single user transmission, coresponding to
the selection of a “strong” user by the algorithm. However,
the majority of the slots have multiple (probably “weak”) users
transmitting, which is the main source of throughput gain from
the algorithm over MaxQR. The plot also implicitly reflects the
fact that distributing users uniformly in the cell area results in a
large fraction of distant, i.e. “weak”, users. Rarely do more than
8 of the 20 users transmit simultaneously in this scenario, even
though about twice that number classified as “weak” users. Fig-
ure 4(c) plots a histogram of the average service rate for each
slot ( = Total Transmission rate during slot/Number of trans-
mitting users). Again notice that the majority of the slots have
low per-user rates (left peak), some fraction have moderately
high rates (middle peak), and a small fraction have very high
rates(rightmost peak). This supports our earlier observations
about the nature of the scheduled user sets. The jagged struc-
ture is on account of the discreteness of the rate set.

B. Performance Under Varying Load

In order to evaluate the performance of different scheduling
algorithms, we ran simulations for 20 mobile users in a single
cell, under different offered load from 20 kbps to 50 kbps uni-
formly for each mobile user, for each of the 5 different schedul-
ing algorithms, namely, MaxQR, Proportional Fair (PF), Up-
link PF(UPF), QRP and the optimal algorithm (OPT). The re-
sults are shown in Figure 5 in terms of (a) total average queue
length, (b) queue length of a typical “strong” user and (c) queue
length of a typical “weak” user.

Note that, while OPT is uniformly better by almost all met-
rics, QRP is quite competitive, and even offers better perfor-
mance than OPT for the “weak” users under heavy load at
the cost of some increase in “strong” user and average queue
lengths. PF is good for average queue length at lighter loads,
but offers poor service to the “weak” users compared to OPT
and QRP. However, UPF performs close to optimal under light
loads, and degrades more gracefully than PF under heavy loads.
Thus, UPF offers uniform improvement over PF by taking ad-
vantage of simultaneous transmissions. Also, as expected, both
PF and UPF perform worse than the other algorithms at heavy
loads, since they do not take queue length into account and can
therefore become unstable sooner.

VII. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we will discuss the implementation details
of the proposed algorithms. For example, In the 3G1xEV-DV
systems, in order to implement the sub-optimal algorithms, in-
cluding the QRP algorithm, UPF algorithm, MaxQR algorithm
and the Average-SIR algorithm, the following enhancements to
the system are needed:

(1). Each active mobile station reports its queue length at ev-
ery time slot through uplink signaling. This information is not
needed for PF, UPF and average SIR, which makes these algo-
rithms attractive for implementation. The other algorithms can
also be modified to cope with the lack of queue length informa-
tion, but the performance studies of these modified algorithms
will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
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(2). Base station decides which mobile station(s) will trans-
mit in the next time slot based on the reported queue length and
measured SIR, using either QRP, UPF, Average-SIR or Max QR
algorithms.

(3). Base station notifies the chosen mobile station(s)
through downlink signaling. Since every mobile station trans-
mits with maximum power, we may replace the power control
bit(s) by scheduling bit(s), to indicate whether the mobile sta-
tion should transmit or not. This requires only a minor change
within the standard. Another concern is that the measured (re-
ceived) SIR at the base station receiver represents the uplink
quality in the past time slot(s). In the scheduling algorithm,
a predicted uplink quality is needed. There are two ways to
accommodate this: If the mobile user is experiencing mainly
slow (shadow) fading, it is reasonable to assume that uplink
quality will not change abruptly most of the time, because the
time-scale of slow fading is much larger than the time-scale of
scheduling (time slot). Then we could use a filter with forget-
ting factor to update SIR measurements. If the fast fading effect
is significant, then a channel predictor may be used to predict
uplink quality. One choice of such predictors could be discrete-
time Kalman filter or H∞ filter [8]. The first case would be
typical in reality since usually data service users have low mo-
bility.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed optimal uplink scheduling algorithms for a
single CDMA cell, and related efficient approximate algorithms
for practical implementation. Simulations demonstrate substan-
tial performance improvement with these algorithms, and we
also discuss the implementation requirements they entail. Fur-
ther research is required to address multi-cell systems, and also
to incorporate the effects of soft-handoff, which may have a
significant influence in uplink scheduling.
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